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RMHA AP Policy 

1. All Houseleague and Rep teams will be rostered as per OMHA guidelines.  

a. ALL teams will have a 17 players or otherwise stipulated by OMHA regulations.  

b. If a REP team is unable to roster 17 players they must submit notice to the VP Travel for 

review and approval.  

c. If a Houseleague team is unable to roster 17 players the VP Houseleague must review 

the teams within a division to validate that the teams are balanced in numbers as per 

his and the division Convenors deem appropriate.  

 

2. Teams are eligible to add AP (additional players) to their rosters in the following way: 

a. REP teams may AP up to 19 players.  

i. AP’s may come from the Rep team at the age below. 

ii. AP’s may come from the age appropriate Houselague team. 

 

b. Houseleague teams may AP up to 5 players 

i. AP’s may only come from a team at a division BELOW.  

ii. There can be no lateral movement of players as AP.  

 

3. The use of an AP is restricted to the following instances: 

a. If a regularly rostered player will be absent due to illness, injury, suspension or other 

approved absence an AP may be called in to replace that player. 

b. An AP is not to be used to augment any Houseleague roster. 

c. An AP is not to be used to augment any Rep team roster without special permission 

from the VP Travel (special circumstances may be playdowns, OHF championships, etc) 

d. Teams must first receive permission from the VP Travel (for Rep teams only) or the 

Houseleague divisional Convenor prior to calling up an AP. Coaches/Managers must be 

prepared to explain why they are requesting the AP. 

 

4. All AP players must be submitted to the electronic registry system and must appear on the 

team’s final roster. The use of an ineligible player will result in the automatic suspension of the 

Coach and player as per OMHA suspension rules.  


